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A REAL UPSET
By Lyle E. Nelson

Upsets in college football usually grab fan interest and big upsets even more so. On September 17,
1955, the final score: Hawaii 6, Nebraska 0, fits this latter category.

In some ways it was more than the upset of the 1955 season, it perhaps was the upset of the whole
decade of the fifties The late Hank Vasconcellos, Hawaii’s coach in 1955, right after the game said his
Rainbows had been 40-point underdogs. In the immediate years afterward sportswriters always wrote
that Hawaii had been a 50-point underdog. Their reasoning was simple: Hawaii closed the 1954 season
at home against Nebraska. The score: Nebraska 50, Hawaii 0. The 1955 game opened the season for
both clubs and was played in Lincoln, Nebraska. Fifty points seems a reasonable margin to favor the
Cornhuskers.

During the 1995 season, to mark the 40th anniversary of the game, the Hawaii players of that day got
together to talk about it, honor their 84-year old coach and play golf. Sportswriters with short
memories by now had lifted the point spread and made Hawaii a 60-point underdog that day in 1955.
Who’s to say? Las Vegas today rarely has a line on a game above 35 points, and the 1955 Hawaii-
Nebraska game by today’s standards would probably be off the board Remember that in that era that
featured; the Purdue upset of Notre Dame, the Notre Dame upset of Oklahoma, of Columbia over
Army, and Army over Michigan, not one of those “upsets” came anywhere close to having a 50-point

spread in the pre-game line.

Let’s set the stage for Hawaii’s 6-0 win over
Nebraska in 1955.

In 1954 Hawaii could only beat the local Honolulu
Prep All-Stars 14-13 in their opener. The week
before the Nebraska game at home in 1954 Hawaii
was 4-3, having just beaten the Hawaii Marines
45-13 in what Honolulu Star-Bulletin sportswriter
Tom Hopkins called, “the greatest upset in the
annals of local football.” Coach Bill Glassford of
Nebraska brought 14 backfield men to Honolulu
and played 13, since one was injured. For

Nebraska, second behind Oklahoma in the Big 7 that year, the Hawaii game was a warm up for Duke
in the Orange Bowl.

Only 17,000 turned out at Honolulu Stadium for the slaughter. These were the days when high school
football regularly outdrew the university games. The game was a minute-and-a-half old when
sophomore Don Comstock ran 68 yards for a Nebraska touchdown. It was 32-0 at the half. Glassford
opened the third quarter by putting in his first string halfback, Ron Clark, who had been sitting.
Clark ran 73 yards on his first play and returned to the bench for the rest of the night.

Dirkes Rolston had a 64-yard TD run, and a sophomore from Portland, Maine, Willie Greenlaw, ran
50 yards for another score. When it was over Nebraska had run for 523 yards and added 105 through
the air. Hawaii had crossed midfield twice, rushed for 97 yards and added 26 by completing two of 14
passes. It was Nebraska’s easy romp on the ground that gave Coach Vasconcellos a creative, daring
strategy for the 1955 opener. He decided to throw a nine-man line at Nebraska and dare the
Cornhuskers to duplicate their 50-0 romp.

Hawaii brought only 29 players to Lincoln in 1955. At least the Honolulu papers printed a traveling
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squad of 29 names. Later sportswriters said that only 22 had really suited up to play. Eight men played
60 minutes against Nebraska’s two platoon forces.

Only 23,000 came out to the game, mostly because of the anticipated wipeout, but 95 degree heat and
a hot prairie wind of 26 mp.h. blowing in the open end of the stadium also discouraged attendance.
Vasconcellos later said, “It was hotter than a sheriff’s pistol. We’re not used to 95 degrees and a lot of
boys got cramps.”

Nebraska came out running as expected, but it soon became 1,2,3 and punt, as the Rainbows nine-man
line plugged the holes. At the half it was 0-0 though the stubborn Glassford still stuck with his
ground game. entering the fourth quarter it was still 0-0 and the Huskers now found their unused
passing attack sputtering. Nebraska managed to hit six of 15 passes for no touchdowns.

Hawaii’s splendid new speedster halfback, Skippy Dyer, ripped off runs of 30 and 40 yards without
scoring. Finally a backup halfback, freshman Bill Taylor, only a so-so performer in Honolulu high
school ball the year before, made a 37-yard run to the Nebraska six yard line. Workhorse Eddie
Kawawaki fought down to the one-foot line. Then Hartwell Freitas, the fullback who played the entire
game, hurdled over for the touchdown. The PAT attempt was wide.

Nebraska came back but with two minutes to go Dyer broke up a crucial pass on the Hawaii 10 yard
line, and the game was history. Hawaii had gained 318 yards of total offense to Nebraska’s 219. Hawaii
connected on only three of six passes for 54 yards, and lost both quarterbacks to injury before the
game ended. Vasconcellos said, “There’s no question that Nebraska is superior. We won through
courage and sheer guts.”

The red-shirted wolves in Nebraska really howled for Glassford’s scalp after this one. Lincoln Star
sports editor James E. Lawrence wrote, “It was a fantastic, unbelievable spectacle. . .” The next week
Nebraska went to Columbus to play the 1954 national champions from Ohio State. The result: The
Buckeyes barely survived 28-20. Hawaii traveled to California and lost to San Jose State, 34-0.

The University of Hawaii Rainbows then returned home the next weekend, and beat a local Navy
team from Pearl Harbor, 19-12, before only 6,500 football fans.
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